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Abstract
We present the first fully dynamic algorithm for maintaining all pairs shortest paths in directed
graphs with real-valued edge weights. Given a dynamic directed graph G such that each edge can
assume at most S different real values, we show how to support updates in O(n2.5
√
S log3 n ) amor-
tized time and queries in optimal worst-case time. This algorithm is deterministic: no previous fully
dynamic algorithm was known before for this problem. In the special case where edge weights can
only be increased, we give a randomized algorithm with one-sided error that supports updates faster
in O(S · n log3 n) amortized time. We also show how to obtain query/update trade-offs for this
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814 C. Demetrescu, G.F. Italiano / Journal of Computer and System Sciences 72 (2006) 813–837problem, by introducing two new families of randomized algorithms. Algorithms in the first fam-
ily achieve an update bound of O˜(S · k · n2)1 and a query bound of O˜(n/k), and improve over the
previous best known update bounds for k in the range (n/S)1/3  k < (n/S)1/2. Algorithms in the
second family achieve an update bound of O˜(S · k · n2) and a query bound of O˜(n2/k2), and are
competitive with the previous best known update bounds (first family included) for k in the range
(n/S)1/6  k < (n/S)1/3.
© 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
All Pairs Shortest Path (APSP) is perhaps one of the most fundamental graph problems.
The fastest static algorithm for APSP on graphs with arbitrary real weights is achieved
with the Fibonacci heaps of Fredman and Tarjan [14] and has a running time of O(mn +
n2 logn), where m is the number of edges and n is the number of vertices in the graph. This
is Ω(n3) in the worst case. Fredman [13] and later Takaoka [35] showed how to break this
cubic barrier: the best asymptotic bound is by Takaoka, who showed how to solve APSP
in O(n3
√
log logn/ logn ) time.
The quest for faster subcubic algorithms has led to a surge of interest in APSP. Alon,
Galil and Margalit [2] were the first to show that fast matrix multiplication can be effec-
tively used for solving APSP on directed graphs with small integer weights: they gave an
algorithm whose running time is O˜(n(3+ω)/2) for APSP on directed graphs whose weights
are integers in the set {−1,0,1}, where ω is the best known exponent for matrix multi-
plication: currently, ω < 2.376 [4]. Galil and Margalit [17] and Seidel [33] gave O˜(nω)
algorithms for solving APSP for undirected graphs whose weights are integers in the set
{−1,0,1}. Shoshan and Zwick [34] and Zwick [38] achieve the best known bound for
APSP with positive integer edge weights less than C: O˜(Cnω) for undirected graphs [34]
and O(C0.681n2.575) for directed graphs [38]. All these subcubic algorithms are based on
clever reductions to fast matrix multiplication.
In this paper we investigate dynamic shortest paths problems on directed graphs with
real-valued edge weights. A dynamic graph algorithm maintains a given property P on a
graph subject to dynamic changes, such as edge insertions, edge deletions and edge weight
updates. Note that an edge weight update can be simply performed by an edge deletion fol-
lowed by an edge insertion. A dynamic graph algorithm should process queries on property
P quickly, and must perform update operations faster than recomputing from scratch, as
carried out by the fastest static algorithm. We say that an algorithm is fully dynamic if it
can handle both edge insertions and edge deletions (and thus edge updates as well). A par-
tially dynamic algorithm can handle either edge insertions or edge deletions, but not both:
we say that it is incremental if it supports insertions only, and decremental if it supports
deletions only.
1 Throughout the paper, we use O˜(f (n)) to denote O(f (n)polylog(n)).
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with real-valued edge weights under an intermixed sequence of the following operations:
Update(x, y,w): update the weight of edge (x, y) to the real value w; this includes as a
special case both edge insertion (if the weight is set from +∞ to w < +∞) and
edge deletion (if the weight is set to w = +∞);
Distance(x, y): output the distance (cost of a shortest path) from x to y;
Path(x, y): report a shortest path from x to y, if any.
Throughout the paper, we denote by n the number of vertices in G.
Previous work. The dynamic maintenance of shortest paths has a long history, and the
first papers date back to 1967 [26,28,31]. In 1985 Even and Gazit [11] presented algo-
rithms for maintaining shortest paths on directed graphs with arbitrary real weights. Their
algorithms required O(n2) per edge insertion; however, the worst-case bounds for edge
deletions were comparable to recomputing APSP from scratch. Also Ramalingam and
Reps [29,30] and Frigioni et al. [15,16] considered dynamic shortest path algorithms with
real weights, but in a different model. Namely, the running time of their algorithm is ana-
lyzed in terms of the output change rather than the input size (output bounded complexity).
Again, in the worst case the running times of output-bounded dynamic algorithms are com-
parable to recomputing APSP from scratch.
There seem to be few dynamic shortest path algorithms which are provably faster than
recomputing APSP from scratch, and they only work on graphs with small integer weights.
In particular, Ausiello et al. [3] proposed an incremental shortest path algorithm for di-
rected graphs having non-negative integer weights less than C: the amortized running
time of their algorithm is O(Cn logn) per edge insertion. Henzinger et al. [22] designed a
fully dynamic algorithm for APSP on planar graphs with both negative and non-negative
weights, with a running time of O(n9/7 log(nL)) per operation, where L is the maximum
absolute value of edge weights. Fakcharoemphol and Rao [12] designed a fully dynamic al-
gorithm for single-source shortest paths in planar directed graphs that supports both queries
and edge weight updates in O(n2/3 log7/3 n) amortized time per operation in the case
of non-negative edge weights, and O(n4/5 log13/5 n) amortized time when also negative
weights are allowed. King [24] presented a fully dynamic algorithm for maintaining all
pairs shortest paths in directed graphs with positive integer weights less than C: the run-
ning time of her algorithm is O(n2.5
√
C logn ) per update. The space required is O(n3):
a simple method for reducing space to O(n2) is shown in [25].
It seems quite natural to ask whether one can efficiently solve fully dynamic shortest
path problems on graphs whose weights are not integers, and are not small: i.e., graphs
whose edges can have arbitrary (positive and negative) real weights. We remark that, de-
spite over 30 years of research in this area, finding an efficient solution for this problem has
remained an elusive goal. A second natural question is whether it is possible to reduce the
(high) update bounds at the expenses of increasing the distance query times. This question
seems particularly important in many applications, in which after a distance query one is
typically required to exhibit an actual shortest path realizing that distance. Since reporting
a shortest path might require as much as Ω(n) time, then one might as well afford to slow
down the distance queries in order to speed the updates up. Prior to this work, there were
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transitive closure).
Our results. In this paper we affirmatively answer both questions. Our first contribution
is a fully dynamic algorithm for maintaining APSP on directed graphs with arbitrary real
weights. Given a directed graph G, subject to dynamic operations, and such that each edge
weight can assume at most S different real values, we give a deterministic algorithm that
supports each update in O(n2.5
√
S log3 n ) amortized time and each query in optimal worst-
case time. We remark that the sets of possible weights of two different edges need not be
necessarily the same: namely, any edge can be associated with a different set of possible
weights. The only constraint is that throughout the sequence of operations, each edge can
assume at most S different real values. This seems to be the case in many applications. Just
to mention one, consider shortest-path routing in computer networks. One important fea-
ture of Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) [27], the most commonly used intra-domain Inter-
net routing protocol, is that the link weights, and consequently the shortest path routes, can
be changed by network operators: when the traffic is light and network conditions change
slowly, the weights could be set proportional to their physical distances. In the presence of
congestion, however, the standard heuristic recommended by Cisco is to make the weight
of a link inversely proportional to its capacity. In this scenario, a link weight is not neces-
sarily integral and is not necessarily small, but can assume real values in a small given set.
There are no previously known fully dynamic algorithms for APSP on graphs with
arbitrary real weights. The fastest asymptotic static algorithm is by Takaoka [35], and thus
our algorithm is faster than recomputing from scratch by a factor of O˜(
√
n/S ). We can
also support within the same time bounds the generalized updates of [24], i.e., decreasing
the weight of a set of edges incident to the same vertex and increasing the weight of an
arbitrary subset of edges. In the special case where edge weights can only be increased,
we show how to support updates faster in O(S · n log3 n) amortized time. This algorithm
is randomized with one-sided error. The only previous increase-only algorithm [24] works
only if edge weights are positive integers less than C and runs in O(C ·n2) amortized time.
As a second contribution, we make a first step towards the study of effective
query/update trade-offs in dynamic shortest paths problems. In particular, we introduce
two new families of fully dynamic algorithms for maintaining APSP on directed graphs,
which are able to obtain the following bounds:
(1) Algorithms in the first family achieve an amortized update bound of O˜(S · k · n2) and
a worst-case query bound of O˜(n/k), for any integer k in the range (n/S)1/3  k  n.
Note that this improves the best known update bounds (above algorithm included)
whenever k is in the range (n/S)1/3  k < (n/S)1/2. The fastest update time for
this family of algorithms can be obtained by choosing k = (n/S)1/3: this yields
O˜(S2/3 ·n7/3) amortized time per update and O˜(S1/3 ·n2/3) worst-case time per query.
(2) Algorithms in the second family are able to achieve an amortized update bound of
O˜(S · k · n2) and a worst-case query bound of O˜(n2/k2), for any parameter k in the
range (n/S)1/6  k  n. This is competitive with the best known update bounds (first
family included) whenever k is in the range (n/S)1/6  k < (n/S)1/3. The fastest up-
date time for this family of algorithms is obtained for k = (n/S)1/6: in this case, we
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query.
All our algorithms are able to report a shortest path with  edges in time O() plus the time
for the corresponding distance query. Like other dynamic shortest paths algorithms, their
space usage is O(n3). We remark that our algorithms use simple data structures, and thus
seem amenable to efficient implementations.
Techniques. To achieve our bounds, we manage to extend to dynamic shortest paths the
algebraic framework and the lazy evaluation techniques developed in [7] for the simpler
problem of dynamic transitive closure. In particular, we show how to cast fully dynamic
all pairs shortest paths into the problem of maintaining polynomials of matrices over
the {min,+} semiring. The equivalence between APSP and matrix multiplication on the
{min,+} semiring is well known [1]. However, exploiting this equivalence has always been
a difficult task as no fast matrix multiplication methods are available on {min,+}. Indeed,
many static algorithms for APSP try to shortcut this difficulty by recurring to reductions
to fast integer matrix multiplication: the price paid for this is that edge weights need to be
small integers. To circumvent this limitation, we develop tools for exploiting directly in
the dynamic setting the equivalence between APSP and matrix multiplication on {min,+}:
our techniques do not use fast matrix multiplication at all but rather hinge on the dynamic
maintenance of products of real-valued matrices in this semiring as the main ingredient for
solving dynamic shortest path problems.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe some
combinatorial and algebraic properties of shortest paths on directed graphs. In Section 3
we abstract matrix data structures that are the kernel of our algorithmic techniques. Next,
we show how to combine these techniques and data structures to obtain new fully dynamic
algorithms for maintaining all pairs shortest paths. In particular, in Section 4 we give a
data structure to maintain information about all pairs shortest paths that use at most k
edges. Next, in Section 5 we use this data structure to solve fully dynamic all pairs shortest
paths in its generality. A fast decremental algorithm is presented in Section 6, while effec-
tive query/update trade-offs are given in Section 7. In Section 8 we list some concluding
remarks and open problems.
2. Basic techniques
In this section we describe the building blocks of our techniques for all pairs shortest
paths problems. In particular, we recall the equivalence between all pairs shortest paths and
Kleene closure over matrices and we discuss two decompositions for computing matrix
closures. Throughout this paper, we assume that the cost of a path in a graph is the sum
of the weights of its edges. Furthermore, the distance between two vertices is equal to the
cost of a shortest path connecting them.
2.1. Shortest paths and closed semirings
We first review some algebraic properties of shortest paths, addressing the relationship
between this problem and matrix multiplication over a closed semiring (see [5] for more
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obtained from the weight matrix of the graph via operations on the semiring of real matri-
ces, that we denote by {⊕,,R}, or more simply by {min,+}. Here, R is the set of real
values and ⊕ and  are defined as follows.
Definition 1. Let A and B be two real-valued matrices:
• C = A B is the matrix product such that
C[x, y] = min
1zn
{
A[x, z] + B[z, y]}.
• D = A ⊕B is the matrix sum such that
D[x, y] = min{A[x, y],B[x, y]}.
We say that A B if A[x, y] B[x, y] for each x, y. We use the notation AB to refer
to the product A  B and the notation AB[x, y] to refer to the entry (x, y) of matrix AB .
We also denote by Mn the set of n × n real matrices. The following two theorems are
folklore:
Theorem 1. Let G = (V ,E) be a weighted directed graph with n vertices and no negative-
cost cycles. If X ∈Mn is a weight matrix such that X[x, y] is the weight of edge (x, y)
in G, then the distance matrix of G is the Kleene closure of X on the {min,+} semiring:
X∗ =
n−1⊕
i=0
Xi.
Theorem 2. If X[u,u] = 0 for all u, then for any k  0 the following holds:
k⊕
i=0
Xi = Xk X∗.
By Theorem 1, maintaining all pairs shortest paths in a directed graph is equivalent to
maintaining the Kleene closure of a matrix over the {min,+} semiring. By Theorem 2,
this is also equivalent to maintaining matrix Xn−1. In the remainder of this paper, we will
look at the all pairs shortest path problem from the matrix viewpoint, and thus present
techniques for maintaining dynamically the Kleene closure X∗ subject to updates of X.
2.2. Logarithmic decomposition
A simple method for computing X∗ requires O(nμ · logn) worst-case time,1 where
O(nμ) is the time required for computing the product of two matrices over a closed semi-
1 Throughout this paper we assume that all logarithms are to the base 2.
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for all u, we compute a sequence of logn	 + 1 matrices Q0, . . . ,Qlogn	 defined as:{
Q0 = X,
Qi+1 = Q2i .
This method requires O(logn) multiplications of matrices, and computes correctly X∗ in
view of the following theorem:
Theorem 3. Let X be an n × n real-valued matrix such that X[u,u] = 0 for all u. Then
for i  0, Qi = X2i .
Theorems 1–3 imply the following corollary:
Corollary 1. Let X be an n × n real-valued matrix such that X[u,u] = 0 for all u. Then
Qlogn	 = X∗.
2.3. Long paths decomposition
In this section we discuss an intuitive combinatorial property of long paths that yields a
different method for computing X∗. The property is the following: if we pick a subset H
of vertices at random from a graph G, then a sufficiently long path will intersect H with
high probability. This can be very useful in finding a long path by using short searches as
illustrated in Fig. 1.
This property appears already in [18], and it has been used extensively for transitive
closure and shortest paths algorithms (see, e.g., [19,24,37,38]). The following theorem is
from [37].
Theorem 4 (Ullman–Yannakakis). Let H be a set of s vertices chosen uniformly at random
from a graph with n vertices. Then the probability that a given simple path has a sequence
of more than cn logn
s
vertices, none of which are from H , for any c > 0, is, for sufficiently
large n, bounded above by 2−αc for some positive α.
As shown by Zwick in [38], it is possible to choose H deterministically so that the long
paths property is satisfied simultaneously for each path in a large fixed family of paths,
Fig. 1. Finding a long path with short searches (little circles represent vertices from H ).
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assuming that shortest paths using at most k edges are known, it is possible to construct in
time O(k · n2) a set of vertices H of size at most n(2 lnn + 1)/k such that every shortest
path with at least k edges contains a vertex in H .
The long paths property described above can be used to compute X∗ via a simple path
decomposition, as described in the following theorem:
Theorem 5. Let G = (V ,E) be a weighted directed graph such that V = {1, . . . , n}. Let
X ∈Mn, such that X[u,v] is the weight of edge (u, v); we assume that X[u,v] = +∞ if
there is no such edge, and that X[u,u] = 0 for each u ∈ V . Let H ⊆ [1, n] be a random
subset of indices of cardinality s, and let A, B , C, and D be defined as follows:
• D: n× n matrix such that D = Xk , k =  cn logn
s
	, for some constant c > 0;
• A: n × s matrix obtained from D by considering only the columns corresponding to
indices in H ;
• C: s×n matrix obtained from D by considering only the rows corresponding to indices
in H ;
• B: s × s matrix obtained from D by considering only the rows and the columns corre-
sponding to indices in H .
Then for any x, y, with high probability (AB∗C ⊕ D)[x, y] is equal to the distance
X∗[x, y] from x to y in G.
Proof. We first consider the case where every shortest path from x to y uses more than k
edges. Theorem 4 implies that, with high probability, any path from x to y with more than
k edges consists of a subpath from x to some h ∈ H with at most k edges, a subpath from
h to h′ ∈ H , and a subpath from h′ to y with at most k edges. The definitions of matrices
A, B , C, and D, and Theorem 4 imply that: A[x,h] is the cost of a shortest path from
x ∈ V to h ∈ H in G using at most k edges, B∗[h,h′] is, with high probability, the cost of
a shortest path from h ∈ H to h′ ∈ H in G, and C[h′, y] is the cost of a shortest path from
h′ ∈ H to y ∈ V in G using at most k edges. Therefore, in this case, the distance from x to
y is given with high probability by (AB∗C)[x, y].
If there is a shortest path from x to y that uses at most k edges, then the distance
from x to y is given exactly by D[x, y]. Therefore, for any x, y, with high probability
(AB∗C ⊕D)[x, y] is equal to the distance X∗[x, y] from x to y in G. 
It is possible to use the deterministic construction of set H discussed above to achieve
a deterministic version of Theorem 5. This will derandomize the algorithm presented in
Section 5.
3. Dynamic matrices over the {min,+} semiring
In Section 2 we have observed that the Kleene closure of a matrix can be computed by
evaluating polynomials of matrices over the {min,+} semiring. Here we develop tools for
reevaluating polynomials of matrices subject to updates of variables. These tools will be a
main ingredient for maintaining the Kleene closure of a matrix in a dynamic setting. We
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that they can be useful later on for our original problem of fully dynamic all pairs shortest
paths.
In the following, if X is a matrix, we denote by IX,i and JX,j the matrices equal to X
in the ith row and in the j th column, respectively, and +∞ in any other entries.
The problem. Without loss of generality, let
P =
⊕
1ah
Ta = T1 ⊕ T2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Th
be a polynomial with h terms defined overMn, where each term
Ta =
⊙
1bka
Xab = Xa1  Xa2  · · · Xaka
has degree ka  k and variables Xab ∈Mn are distinct. We consider the problem of main-
taining a data structure Y for polynomial P(X11, . . . ,X
h
k ) under an intermixed sequence
of initialization, update, and query operations. Y will reflect the value P(X11, . . . ,X
h
k ) of
polynomial P in a lazy fashion. Each operation can be either one of the following:
• Init(Z11, . . . ,Zhk ): perform the initialization Xab ← Zab of the variables of polyno-
mial P , where each Zab ∈Mn. Compute the value Y = P(X11, . . . ,Xhk ) of polyno-
mial P .
• DecreaseRow(i,X,Xab): perform the row update operation Xab ← Xab ⊕ IX,i , where
X ∈Mn. The operation sets the ith row of variable Xab to the minimum between its
current value and the ith row of matrix X. Accordingly Y is updated, for each entry
(x, y), as follows:
Y [x, y] ← min{Y [x, y], (Xa1  · · ·  Xab−1)[x, i] + (Xab  · · · Xak )[i, y]}.
We assume that (Xa1  · · ·  Xab−1)[x, i] = 0 if b = 1.• DecreaseCol(i,X,Xab): perform the column update operation Xab ← Xab ⊕ JX,i ,
where X ∈Mn. The operation sets the ith column of variable Xab to the minimum
between its current value and the ith column of matrix X. Accordingly Y is updated,
for each entry (x, y), as follows:
Y [x, y] ← min{Y [x, y], (Xa1  · · ·  Xab)[x, i] + (Xab+1  · · · Xak )[i, y]}.
We assume that (Xab+1  · · ·  Xak )[i, y] = 0 if b = k.• LazyDecrease(X,Xab): perform the update operation Xab ← Xab ⊕ X, where
X ∈Mn. The operation sets variable Xab to the minimum between its current value and
matrix X. Perform Y [x, y] ← min{Y [x, y],Xa1 [x, y]} for each entry (x, y) if ka = 1.
If ka > 1, the value of Y is not changed by the operation; the effects of this update on Y
will be taken care of by subsequent DecreaseRow and DecreaseCol operations.
• Increase(X,Xab): perform the update operation Xab ← max{Xab,X}, where
X∈Mn. Let Y [x, y] = P(X11, . . . ,Xhk )[x, y] for each entry (x, y) such that, as a
result of the increase, P(X1, . . . ,Xh)[x, y] > Y [x, y].1 k
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• Witness(x, y): if it exists, return a tuple (a, x0, . . . , xka ) such that x0 = x, xka = y
and Xa1 [x0, x1] + · · · +Xak [xka−1, xka ] Y [x, y].
Few observations are in order at this point. First, Distance can make errors because
of LazyDecrease updates. Indeed, Distance always returns the correct value of P if
no LazyDecrease operations are performed on terms of degree ka > 1. The effects of
LazyDecrease operations are propagated to Y by subsequent DecreaseRow and De-
creaseCol operations: this explains the reason for the name LazyDecrease. Second,
we note that it is straightforward to extend the results of this section to the case where the
same variable may occur in polynomial P more than once.
In the remainder of this section, we consider only the case of polynomials of degree
k  2. Indeed, the case k > 2 can be easily supported by using a technique similar to the one
presented in [7] for maintaining polynomials over Boolean matrices, i.e., by considering
an equivalent representation Pˆ for P such that Pˆ has degree  2. The lemma below is an
adaptation from [6], where we denote by I ∈Mn the unit matrix of the {min,+} semiring
defined as follows: I [x, y] = 0 if x = y and I [x, y] = +∞ if x = y.
Lemma 1. Consider a polynomial
P =
h⊕
a=1
Ta =
h⊕
a=1
Xa1  · · ·  Xak
with h terms where each term Ta has degree exactly k and variables Xab ∈Mn. Let Pˆ be
the polynomial of degree 2 defined as
Pˆ =
h⊕
a=1
k⊕
b=0
Lab,b−1  Rab,k−b−1,
where Lab,j and R
a
b,j are polynomials of degree  2 defined as
Lab,j =
{
Xab−j Lab,j−1 if j ∈ [0, b − 1],
I if j = −1,
Rab,j =
{
Rab,j−1 Xab+1+j if j ∈ [0, k − b − 1],
I if j = −1.
Then P = Pˆ .
Proof. To prove the claim, it suffices to check that
Ta =
k⊕
b=0
Lab,b−1 Rab,k−b−1.
Unrolling the recursion for Lab,b−1, we obtain:
La = Xa La = Xa Xa  La = · · · = Xa Xa  · · · Xa  In.b,b−1 1 b,b−2 1 2 b,b−3 1 2 b
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of matrices inMn, we finally have:
k⊕
b=0
Lab,b−1  Rab,k−b−1 =
k⊕
b=0
Xa1  · · ·  Xab  Xab+1 · · ·Xak
= Xa1  · · · Xak = Ta. 
It is not difficult to maintain Pˆ with operations Init, DecreaseRow, Decrease-
Col, LazyDecrease, Increase, and Distance on polynomials of degree 2. The
details of the method are spelled out in [6].
Data structure. We maintain polynomials of degree k  2 with the following elementary
data structures:
• 2h matrices Xa1 ,Xa2 ∈Mn that store the current value of variables.• A matrix Y that stores the maintained value of the polynomial.
• For each pair x, y, a priority queue Minx,y that keeps track of the contribution of each
term of P to the value of P [x, y]. We denote by Minx,y[a] = Ta[x, y] the priority of
a in Minx,y .
• For each term Ta = Xa1  Xa2 of degree 2, a witness matrix Wa s.t. Wa[x, y] = z if
Ta[x, y] = Xa1 [x, z] + Xa2 [z, y].• For each term Ta = Xa1  Xa2 of degree 2 and for each pair x, y, three priority queues
Leftax,y , Rightax,y and Prodax,y . We denote by Leftax,y[z] (respectively Rightx,y[z],
Prodx,y[z]) the priority of element z in Leftax,y (respectively Rightx,y , Prodx,y ). We
use these data structures to store additional information about witnesses of products.
Implementation of operations. We now describe how the different operations are imple-
mented. We maintain our data structure so that the following invariants hold for any a, x,
y, z:
(1) Prodax,y[z] = Rightax,z[y] + Leftaz,y[x].
(2) Rightax,z[y] = +∞ ⇔ Leftaz,y[x] = +∞.
(3) Rightax,z[y]Xa1 [x, z] and Leftaz,y[x]Xa2 [z, y].
(4) Minx,y[a] = Xa1 [x, y] if ka = 1 and Minx,y[a] = minz Prodax,y[z] if ka = 2.
(5) Y [x, y] = mina Minx,y[a].
It is easy to maintain invariants (1)–(5) throughout any sequence of operations. In par-
ticular, we can support the operations as follows:
• Init(Z11, . . . ,Zhk ): perform Xab ← Zab for each a, b, and set up the data structure such
that the invariants (1)–(5) are satisfied with equalities for all a, x, y, z.
• DecreaseRow(i,X,Xab): perform Xab ← Xab ⊕ IX,i . If b = 1, then let Righti,x[y] =
Xa1 [i, x] for each x, y. If b = 2, then let Lefti,y[x] = Xa2 [i, y] for each x, y. Update
Wa , Minx,y[a], and Y accordingly.
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and after the update Rightax,z[y] < Xa1 [x, z] for some y, then let Rightax,z[y] =
Xa1 [x, z]. Similarly, if Xa2 [z, y] gets increased, then we may have to update Leftaz,y[x]
for some x. Update Wa , Minx,y[a], and Y accordingly.
• LazyDecrease(X,Xab): perform Xab ← Xab ⊕ X. In the case where ka = 1, adjust
priority queues Minx,y so that invariant (4) is satisfied. Do nothing else if ka > 1.
• Distance( ): return matrix Y .
• Witness(x, y): find a s.t. Minx,y[a] is minimum. Then, if ka = 1 return (a, x, y),
otherwise return (a, x, z, y), where z = Wa[x, y].
Analysis. We now discuss the running times of our operations. We say that x has vari-
ability D if it can assume at most D different values. If x ∈ {0, 1, . . . , D}, where
0 = +∞ > 1 > 2 > · · · > D , we denote by ν(x) ∈ { 0,1,2, . . . ,D } the index q such
that x = q . In the analysis, we assume that the entries of each variable of polynomial P
have variability DP . We associate a potential function ΦP to the data structure used to
maintain a polynomial P of degree 2. ΦP is defined as follows, for some constant c > 0:
ΦP = c · logn ·
∑
a: ka>1
∑
x,z,y
ν
(
Rightax,z[y]
)+ ν(Leftaz,y[x]).
The following lemma provides an upper bound on the value of ΦP .
Lemma 2. At any time during a sequence of operations on a polynomial P of degree 2:
ΦP  2hDP · c · n3 logn.
Proof. Since ν is maximum for the smallest value of its argument, then ΦP is maxi-
mum whenever Rightax,z[y] and Leftaz,y[x] take their minimum possible values, for each
x, z, y. Furthermore, by our implementation of Increase, DecreaseRow, and De-
creaseCol, Rightax,z[y] always assumes values assumed by Xa1 [x, z] and Leftaz,y[x]
always assumes values assumed by Xa2 [z, y]. Consequently, ν(Rightax,z[y])  DP and
ν(Leftaz,y[x])  DP , which implies that ν(Rightax,z[y]) + ν(Leftaz,y[x])  2 · DP . Since
P has h terms and we have n3 triples (x, z, y), this yields ΦP  2hDP · c · n3 logn. 
Lemma 3. The actual time required by each DecreaseRow, DecreaseCol or Lazy-
Decrease operation is O(n2 logn) in the worst case. The actual time required by each
Init operation is O(hn3 logn) in the worst case. The actual time required by each
Increase operation is equal to the net decrease in the potential ΦP caused by the oper-
ation. Queries are answered in optimal time.
Proof. We only discuss the case of Increase as the analysis of the other operations is
straightforward. First note that increasing the priority of an entry in each Prod, Left, Right
and Min takes O(logn) time since they are maintained with priority queues. If Xa1 [x, z] is
increased, then we scan in increasing order of priority all the y’s such that Rightx,z[y] <
Xa[x, z]. We stop as soon as we find a y such that Rightx,z[y]Xa[x, z]. The case where1 1
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have to be increased and therefore affect ΦP . 
Theorem 6. Each DecreaseRow or DecreaseCol requires O(DP · n2 logn) amor-
tized time, each LazyDecrease requires O(n2 logn) amortized time, and each In-
crease requires O(1) amortized time. If only Increase operations are performed in a
sequence of length Ω(hn2), the amortized cost per operation is O(DP · n logn).
Proof. We recall that the amortized cost of an operation is given by its actual cost
plus the change in potential. By Lemma 3, each DecreaseRow/DecreaseCol re-
quires O(n2 logn) actual time; since the operation changes only O(n2) entries in Right
or Left, it increases the potential ΦP by at most c · 2DP · n2 logn units, as it can
be shown following the same lines as in the proof of Lemma 2. Therefore, each De-
creaseRow/DecreaseCol requires O(DP · n2 logn) amortized time. By Lemma 3,
each LazyDecrease requires O(n2 logn) actual time; since it does not affect the po-
tential ΦP , its amortized cost is O(n2 logn). By Lemma 3, in each Increase the actual
time is paid off by the net potential change, and thus its amortized cost is constant. The
Increase-only bound comes from Lemma 2 by amortizing ΦP  2hDP · n3 logn over
Ω(hn2) operations. 
In the general case of polynomials of degree k, each term of degree ka  k in P cor-
responds to k2a terms of degree 2 in the equivalent polynomial Pˆ discussed before, and
this increases the running time of update operations by at most a factor of k2. We remark
however that in the context of this paper, h and k will be constant.
4. Maintaining all pairs shortest paths up to k edges
In this section, we show how to maintain all pairs shortest paths up to k edges determin-
istically by casting this problem into the problem of reevaluating polynomials of matrices
over the {min,+} semiring considered in Section 3. Let G = (V ,E) be a weighted directed
graph such that V = {1, . . . , n}, X ∈Mn, and X[u,v] is the weight of edge (u, v) ∈ E; we
assume that X[u,v] = +∞ if there is no such edge, and that X[u,u] = 0 for any u.
The problem. Let X be an n×n real matrix over the closed semiringMn with operations
⊕ and  as in Definition 1. We consider the problem of maintaining a data structure for
matrix X under an intermixed sequence of initialization, update, and query operations.
Each operation on the data structure can be either one of the following:
• k-Init(Y ): perform the initialization operation X ← Y , where Y ∈Mn.
• k-Decrease(i, Y ): perform the update X ← X ⊕ IY,i ⊕ JY,i , where Y ∈Mn and
1 i  n. We call this kind of update an i-centered operation on X.
• k-Increase(Y ): perform the update X ← max{X,Y }, where Y ∈Mn.
• k-Distance(x, y): return the value of Xk[x, y].
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and x0 = x, xq = y.
Note that k-Decrease is allowed to decrease only one row and one column of X,
whereas k-Increase can increase any entries of X. Thus, decreasing the weight of edges
incident to the same vertex and increasing the weights of an arbitrary subset of edges of the
original graph G can be easily supported by means of k-Decrease and k-Increase
operations on X.
Data structure. As discussed in Section 2.1, Xk[x, y] is the cost of a shortest path from x
to y with at most k edges. If we let Qj+1 = Q2j where Q0 = X, then, by a simple doubling
argument as explained in Section 2.2, Qlog k	 = Xk .
We now sketch the high-level ideas behind our approach. We maintain logk	 levels:
level j keeps track of paths with at most 2j edges. For each level we maintain a poly-
nomial Pj defined on three variables L, R, C, which are updated via LazyDecrease,
DecreaseRow and DecreaseCol, respectively. The value of polynomial Pj−1 is used
to update variables of polynomial Pj . In particular, we maintain:
logk	 polynomials P1, . . . ,Plog k	 defined as Pj = P(L,R,C) = CRL ⊕ LCR rep-
resented with logk	 instances of the data structure presented in Section 3; we maintain
each Pj so that Pj .Distance( )[x, y] is less than or equal to the cost of a shortest path
x y that uses at most 2j edges, i.e., Pj .Distance( )Qj .
Implementation of operations. We now describe how the operations are implemented.
We recall that I ∈Mn is the unit matrix of the {min,+} semiring defined as follows:
I [x, y] = 0 if x = y and I [x, y] = +∞ if x = y.
• k-Init: to support k-Init(Y ) we first initialize our data structure with the empty
graph and then load Y via k-Decrease operations:
procedure k-Init(Y ):
1. for j = 1 to logk	 do Pj .Init(I, I, I )
2. for u = 1 to n do k-Decrease(u,Y )
• k-Decrease: decreases of X specified by Y are carried out by propagating opera-
tions LazyDecrease, DecreaseRow, and DecreaseCol through the levels:
procedure k-Decrease(i, Y ):
1. Y ← Y ⊕ I
2. for j = 1 to logk	 do
3. Pj .LazyDecrease(Y,L)
4. Pj .DecreaseRow(i, Y,R)
5. Pj .DecreaseCol(i, Y,C)
6. Y ←Pj .Distance( )
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• k-Increase: increases of X specified by Y are carried out by propagating In-
crease operations through the levels:
procedure k-Increase(Y ):
1. Y ← Y ⊕ I
2. for j = 1 to logk	 do
3. Pj .Increase(Y,L)
4. Pj .Increase(Y,R)
5. Pj .Increase(Y,C)
6. Y ←Pj .Distance( )
• k-Distance and k-Witness: a query k-Distance(x, y) can be answered by
returning Plog k	.Distance()[x, y]. k-Witness can be easily supported by per-
forming recursively Witness queries.
Analysis. We now analyze the correctness and the running time of the operations. We
start with some intuition about the definition of polynomial Pj by looking at things from
the graph viewpoint as illustrated in Fig. 2. Let x, y be a pair of vertices. We maintain
Pj such that Pj [x, y] is less than or equal to the cost of any shortest path x y with at
most 2j edges. We do this by maintaining Pj as the sum of two terms of degree 3: CRL
and LCR. Both terms are used to concatenate subpaths: the first term is used to support
k-Decrease(i, Y ) updates where i is in the first half of x y. The second term deals
with the case where i is in the second half of x y.
The correctness of our approach hinges on the following theorem, which states that
after each k-Decrease operation, for each pair x, y and for each level j , Lj [x, y] 
Qj−1[x, y], i.e., Lj [x, y] is less than or equal to the cost of a shortest path x y that uses
at most 2j−1 edges.
Theorem 7. Let Lj be the L variable of Pj . After each k-Decrease(i, Y ) operation, on
each level j , Lj Qj−1.
Proof. We proceed by induction on j . The base is trivial since L0 = X by construction.
We now assume that Lj Qj−1 and we show that Lj+1 Qj after executing lines 3–5
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that line 3 updates Lj , while lines 4–5 synchronize column i of Cj and row i of Rj
with Lj and compute the effects on the maintained value of Pj . Moreover, line 6 lets
Lj+1 =Pj.Distance( ). By the definition of the operations given in Section 3, we have
that Lj+1 is updated by LazyDecrease, DecreaseRow, and DecreaseCol as fol-
lows:
Lj+1[x, y] ← min
{
Lj+1[x, y],Cj [x, i] +RjLj [i, y]
}
,
Lj+1[x, y] ← min
{
Lj+1[x, y],LjCj [x, i] + Rj [i, y]
}
.
Since Lj Qj−1 by the inductive hypothesis, then both Cj [x, i] = Lj [x, i]Qj−1[x, i]
and Rj [i, y] = Lj [i, y]  Qj−1[i, y]. Thus, since only paths x  y that pass through i
might be affected by a k-Decrease centered in i, we have that:
Cj [x, i] +RjLj [i, y]Q3j−1[x, y]Q2j−1[x, y] = Qj [x, y],
LjCj [x, i] + Rj [i, y]Q3j−1[x, y]Q2j−1[x, y] = Qj [x, y].
This implies that Lj+1[x, y]Qj [x, y]. 
We are now ready to analyze the running time.
Theorem 8. Any k-Decrease and k-Increase operation requires O(S · k ·n2 log2 n)
amortized time, where S is the maximum number of values each entry of X can assume.
Any k-Distance is answered in O(1) worst-case time and any k-Witness requires
optimal time. The cost of each k-Init is O(n3 log k) in the worst case.
Proof. By Theorem 6, each Pj.DecreaseRow, Pj.DecreaseCol, Pj.LazyDe-
crease, and Pj.Increase costs at most O(DPj ·n2 logn) on level j , 1 j  logk	.
Since DPj  S · k for any j  logk	, this is O(S · k · n2 logn) amortized. This implies an
O(S · k · n2 log2 n) amortized bound for k-Decrease and k-Increase. The analysis
of the other bounds is straightforward. 
5. Fully dynamic all pairs shortest paths
We now show how to obtain an amortized update time of O(n2.5
√
S log3 n ) and a query
time of O(1) in the worst case for dynamic all pairs shortest paths. In the randomized ver-
sion of our bounds, if the shortest path has at most
√
n/(S · logn) edges, then the query
is answered correctly; otherwise it is answered correctly with probability 1 − 1/nc , for
any constant c > 0. Our algorithm is based on the long paths decomposition described in
Section 2.3. Namely, we choose a set of vertices H uniformly at random from the original
graph G so that a sufficiently long path will intersect H with high probability. We maintain
track of shortest paths with up to cn logn|H | edges using the data structure of Section 4. Every-
thing else is simply recomputed from scratch after each update. As observed in Section 2.3,
these bounds can be derandomized by computing H deterministically.
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est path problem from the matrix viewpoint.
The problem. Let X be an n×n real matrix over the closed semiringMn with operations
⊕ and  as in Definition 1 and let X∗ be its Kleene closure. The problem is to maintain
a data structure for matrix X under an intermixed sequence of initialization, update, and
query operations. Each operation on the data structure can be either one of the following:
• Init(Y ): perform the initialization operation X ← Y , where Y ∈Mn.
• Decrease(i, Y ): perform the update X ← X ⊕ IY,i ⊕ JY,i , where Y ∈Mn and 1
i  n. We call this kind of update an i-centered operation on X.
• Increase(Y ): perform the update X ← max{X,Y }, where Y ∈Mn.
• Distance(x, y): return the value of X∗[x, y].
• Witness(x, y): return a tuple (x0, . . . , xq) such that ∑i X[xi, xi+1] = X∗[x, y] and
x0 = x, xq = y.
Note that Decrease is allowed to decrease only one row and one column of X,
whereas Increase can increase any entries of X. Thus, decreasing the weight of edges
incident to the same vertex and increasing the weights of an arbitrary subset of edges of G
can be easily supported by means of Decrease and Increase operations on X.
Data structure. Given a weighted directed graph G = (V ,E,w), we denote by X the
weight matrix of G. We recall that the Kleene closure X∗ of X is the distance matrix of G.
Let k  0 be an integer parameter to be fixed later. We maintain the following elementary
data structures.
(1) A set H ⊆ V of s vertices chosen uniformly at random, with s =  cn
k
logn	, for some
constant c > 0, with c logn k  n.
(2) An n×n matrix D such that D[x, y] is the cost of a shortest path from x ∈ V to y ∈ V
in G with at most k edges. We maintain D using an instance of the data structure given
in Section 4. We denote by A the n × s matrix obtained from D by considering only
the columns corresponding to vertices in H . We denote by B the s × s matrix obtained
from D by considering only the rows and the columns corresponding to vertices in H .
Finally, we denote by C the s × n matrix obtained from D by considering only the
rows corresponding to vertices in H .
(3) An n× s matrix AB∗ = A B∗.
(4) An n× n matrix AB∗C = A B∗ C.
Our data structure uses the path decomposition described in Section 2.3, i.e., X∗[u,v]
= (AB∗C ⊕ D)[u,v], where by Definition 1 (X ⊕ Y)[u,v] = min{X[u,v], Y [u,v]}. We
recall here that: A[u,h] is the cost of a shortest path from u ∈ V to h ∈ H in G with at
most k edges, B∗[h,h′] is, with high probability, the cost of a shortest path from h ∈ H to
h′ ∈ H in G, and C[h′, v] is the cost of a shortest path from h′ ∈ H to v ∈ V in G with
at most k edges. By Theorem 4, AB∗[u,h′] gives the cost of a shortest path from u ∈ V
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these distances are correct with high probability.
Implementation of operations. Matrix D is maintained dynamically using the operations
described in Section 4. Matrices B∗, AB∗, and AB∗C are simply recomputed from scratch,
while queries about entries of X∗ are computed by accessing AB∗C and D. In particular,
operations can be supported as follows.
• Init(Y ): initialize D by calling D.k-Init(Y ). Next, compute B∗, AB∗, and AB∗C
from scratch.
• Decrease(v,Y ): update D by calling D.k-Decrease(v,Y ). Next, recompute B∗,
AB∗, and AB∗C from scratch.
• Increase(Y ): update D by calling D.k-Increase(Y ). Next, recompute B∗,
AB∗, and AB∗C from scratch.
• Distance(x, y): return min{D.k-Distance(x, y), (AB∗C)[x, y]}.
• Witness(x, y): first perform a Distance(x, y) operation. If D.k-Distance(x,
y) (AB∗C)[x, y], return D.k-Witness(x, y). Otherwise, we first need to find the
witness h′ of (AB∗  C)[x, y], then the witness h of (A  B∗)[x,h′]. This can be
easily done by keeping extra information about witnesses of products A  B∗ and
AB∗  C while computing those products from scratch. Similarly, information about
witnesses in B can be easily maintained while recomputing B∗ from scratch, so that
witness queries on B∗ can be answered in optimal time. Finally, Witness(x, y) can
be carried out by performing D.k-Witness(x,h), a witness query on B∗ from h
to h′, and D.k-Witness(h′, y).
Analysis. We now discuss the running time of our randomized algorithm.
Theorem 9. Any Decrease and Increase operation can be supported in
O(n2.5
√
S log3 n ) amortized time, where S is the maximum number of values each en-
try of X can assume. Any Distance operation can be answered in O(1) worst-case time
and any Witness requires optimal time. The cost of each Init is O(n3 logn) in the
worst case.
Proof. The bound for Init is dominated by the operation D.k-Init(Y ) while deter-
mining the cost of Distance and Witness is straightforward.
Recall that |H | = s = cn
k
logn. The bound for updates is given by summing up the times
required for updating D, and for recomputing B∗, AB∗, and AB∗C from scratch.
(1) D: By Theorem 8, the cost of updating D is O(S · k · n2 · log2 n).
(2) B∗: Recomputing B∗ from scratch can be done trivially in O(s3) = O((n3/k3) ·
log3 n) using any cubic static algorithm for APSP.
(3) AB∗: Recomputing A B∗ from scratch takes time O(n · s2) = O((n3/k2) · log2 n).
(4) AB∗C: Recomputing AB∗ C from scratch takes time O(n2 · s) = O((n3/k) · logn).
Choosing k = √n/(S · logn) yields the claimed bounds for the updates. 
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ized within the same bounds of Theorem 9 by simply choosing set H deterministically
instead of randomly. This can be done by rebuilding H from scratch during each update in
extra time O(k · n2) = O(n2.5/√S · logn ).
6. Decremental all pairs shortest paths
In this section we show how to support any sequence of Increase operations in O(S ·
n · log3 n) amortized time per update, while answering queries in optimal time. Recall
that we denote by I ∈Mn the unit matrix of the {min,+} semiring defined as follows:
I [x, y] = 0 if x = y and I [x, y] = +∞ if x = y. Furthermore, we denote by R∞i the
matrix with the ith row set to +∞, and equal to R elsewhere. Similarly, C∞i is the matrix
with the ith column set to +∞, and equal to C elsewhere. To achieve our bounds, we use
the data structure presented in Section 4 with two main differences:
(1) We let k = n, i.e., we maintain shortest paths of any length (in terms of number of
edges).
(2) We replace the k-Init procedure with the following:
procedure Init(Y ):
1. for j = 1 to logn	 do Pj .Init(I, I, I )
2. for u = 1 to n do k-Decrease(u,Y )
3. for j = 1 to logn	 do
4. Hj ← random set of size  cn logn2j−1 	
5. for each v /∈ Hj do
6. Pj.Increase(R∞v ,R)
7. Pj.Increase(C∞v ,C)
We remark that steps 1–2 are the same as in k-Init, while steps 3–7 essentially cast
to +∞ for each level j all the rows and columns corresponding to vertices that are not
in set Hj .
The correctness of the algorithm hinges upon the long paths property of Section 2.3.
Indeed, the only difference with the algorithm described in Section 4 is that at initialization
time we set to +∞ for each level j all the rows and columns corresponding to vertices
that are not in random set Hj . Those entries are “unnecessary” in view of the long paths
property of Section 2.3.
Theorem 10. If only Increase operations are performed in a sequence of length Ω(n2),
the amortized cost per update is O(S · n log3 n).
Proof. By construction, variables C and R at level j contain at most  cn logn2j−1 	 columns
and rows whose entries are not all +∞. Since Pj can be maintained by means of a con-
stant number of polynomials of degree 2, and the variability Dj of variables C, R, L at
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ΦPj O(Dj
n3 log2 n
2j−1 ) = O(S · n3 log2 n). By Lemma 3, maintaining logn	 polynomials
and amortizing over Ω(n2) operations yields an O(S · n log3 n) update time. 
7. Trading off updates and queries
In this section we show how to achieve effective trade-offs for fully dynamic all pairs
shortest paths problems. In particular, we present two families of randomized algorithms
for maintaining all pairs shortest paths in directed graphs where each edge can assume at
most S different real values.
7.1. Family F1
For the first family, we achieve an update time of O˜(S · k · n2) and a query time of
O˜(n/k), for any (n/S)1/3  k  n. If the shortest path has at most k edges, then the query
is answered correctly; otherwise it is answered correctly with probability 1−1/nc, for any
constant c > 0.
Data structure. We maintain the same data structures as in Section 5, with the only differ-
ence that now we do not maintain explicitly the matrix AB∗C. In summary, we maintain:
(1) A set H ⊆ V of s vertices chosen uniformly at random, with s =  cn
k
logn	, for any
constant c > 0, with c logn k  n.
(2) An n×n matrix D such that D[x, y] is the cost of a shortest path from x ∈ V to y ∈ V
in G with at most k edges. We maintain D using an instance of the data structure given
in Section 4. We denote by A the n × s matrix obtained from D by considering only
the columns corresponding to vertices in H . We denote by B the s × s matrix obtained
from D by considering only the rows and the columns corresponding to vertices in H .
Finally, we denote by C the s × n matrix obtained from D by considering only the
rows corresponding to vertices in H .
(3) An n× s matrix AB∗ = A B∗.
Implementation of operations. Once again, information about paths with more than k
edges is encoded implicitly in the product of matrices AB∗  C, while distances real-
ized with at most k edges are maintained explicitly in D. As in Section 5, matrix D is
maintained dynamically using the operations described in Section 4, while matrix AB∗ is
recomputed from scratch. The main difference is that matrix B∗ is now updated more effi-
ciently by plugging in the algorithm of Section 5. Since the product of matrices AB∗  C
is not recomputed explicitly, queries about entries of X∗ are answered by accessing on
demand matrices AB∗ and C. In particular, operations are supported as follows.
• Init(Y ): initialize D by calling D.k-Init(Y ). Next, perform B∗.Init(B), where
B is the s × s matrix obtained from D by considering only the rows and column
corresponding to vertices in H . Finally, compute AB∗ from scratch.
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centered B∗.Decrease(v,B) on B∗ using the algorithm of Section 5, where B is the
s × s matrix obtained from D by considering only the rows and column corresponding
to vertices in H . Finally, recompute AB∗ from scratch. Note that when v ∈ H , we
need to maintain H dynamically: this can be done as follows. Add v to H ; to keep H
random, add another random vertex to H ; to prevent H from getting bigger, remove
the two oldest vertices from H .
• Increase(Y ): update D by calling D.k-Increase(Y ), perform an Increase
operation on B∗ using the algorithm of Section 5, and then recompute AB∗ from
scratch.
• Distance(x, y): return
min
{
D.k-Distance(x, y), min
h∈H
{
AB∗[x,h] +C[h,y]}}.
• Witness(x, y): first perform a Distance(x, y) operation. If D.k-Distance(x,
y)minh∈H {AB∗[x,h]+C[h,y]}, return D.k-Witness(x, y). Otherwise, we first
need to find the witness h of (A  B∗)[x,h′], where h′ minimizes AB∗[x,h′] +
C[h′, y]. This can be easily done by keeping extra information about witnesses of prod-
ucts AB∗ while computing those products from scratch. Finally, return the sequence
obtained by concatenating sequences D.k-Witness(x,h), B∗.Witness(h,h′)
and D.k-Witness(h′, y).
Analysis. We now discuss the running time of our algorithm.
Theorem 11. Let (n/S)1/3  k  n. Any Decrease and Increase operation can be
supported in O˜(S · k · n2) amortized time, where S is the maximum number of values each
entry of X can assume. Any Distance operation can be answered in O˜(n/k) worst-case
time and any Witness requires max{O˜(n/k),O()} time, where  is the number of edges
in the returned path. The cost of each Init is O(n3 log k) in the worst case.
Proof. The bound for Init is dominated by the operation D.k-Init(Y ) while the
analysis of the costs of Distance and Witness is straightforward. To prove the bounds
for updates, we first observe that |H | = s =  cn
k
logn	 and that entries of D (and thus those
of B) cannot assume more than S · k different real values. The bound for updates is given
by summing up the times required for updating D, updating B∗, and recomputing AB∗.
(1) By Theorem 8, the cost of updating D is O˜(S · k · n2).
(2) As shown in Section 5, maintaining all pairs shortest paths in a graph with N vertices
and edges taking at most S′ different values requires O(N2.5
√
S′ log3 N ) amortized
time. Since entries of B cannot assume more than S′ = S · k different values and B
has size s × s, then the time required for updating B∗ is O˜(S0.5 · k0.5 · n2.5/k2.5) =
O˜(S0.5 · n2.5/k2), which is O˜(S · k · n2) for k  (n/S)1/6.
(3) Recomputing AB∗ from scratch takes time O(n · s2) = O˜(n3/k2), which is
O˜(S · k · n2) for k  (n/S)1/3.
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is dominated by updates in D, which is O˜(S · k · n2) amortized. To conclude the proof, we
observe that queries require O(s) = O˜(n/k) worst-case time per operation. 
Choosing k = (n/S)1/3 yields the following bounds.
Corollary 2. Any Decrease and Increase operation can be supported in
O˜(S2/3 · n7/3) amortized time, while any Distance operation can be answered in
O˜(S1/3 · n2/3) worst-case time.
7.2. Family F2
For the second family, we extend the update time of O˜(S · k · n2) to the larger range
(n/S)1/6  k  n, at the price of increasing the query time to O˜(n2/k2). Once again, if
the shortest path has at most k edges, then the query is answered correctly; otherwise it is
answered correctly with probability at least 1 − 1/nc , for any constant c > 0.
The main difference with the algorithms in family F1 is that we avoid the recomputa-
tion of AB∗ during the updates. Namely, we maintain matrices D and B∗ exactly as in
Section 7.1, while imposing more burden on queries about entries of X∗, which now have
to be computed as follows:
• Distance(x, y): return
min
{
D.k-Distance(x, y), min
h,h′∈H
{
A[x,h] +B∗[h,h′] + C[h′, y]}}.
• Witness(x, y): first perform a Distance(x, y) operation. If D.k-Distance(x,
y)minh,h′∈H {A[x,h] +B∗[h,h′] +C[h′, y]}, return D.k-Witness(x, y). Other-
wise, let h and h′ minimize A[x,h] + B∗[h,h′] + C[h′, y]: return the sequence ob-
tained by concatenating sequences D.k-Witness(x,h), B∗.Witness(h,h′) and
D.k-Witness(h′, y).
Theorem 12. Let n1/6  k  n. Any Decrease and Increase operation can be sup-
ported in O˜(S · k · n2) amortized time, where S is the maximum number of values each
entry of X can assume. Any Distance operation can be answered in O˜(n2/k2) worst-
case time and any Witness requires max{O˜(n2/k2),O()} time, where  is the number
of edges in the returned path. The cost of each Init is O(n3 logk) in the worst case.
Proof. The bound for Init is dominated by the operation D.k-Init(Y ) while the costs
of Distance and Witness are trivial. Following the same lines as in the proof of The-
orem 11, it can be easily shown that the running time of an update is given by the cost of
updating D, which is O˜(S ·k ·n2), plus the cost of updating B∗, which is O˜(S1/2 ·n2.5/k2).
For k  (n/S)1/6, the update in D is dominating, and thus the overall update bound is
O˜(S · k · n2). 
Choosing k = (n/S)1/6 yields the following bounds.
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O˜(S5/6 · n13/6) amortized time, while any Distance operation can be answered in
O˜(S1/3 · n5/3) worst-case time.
8. Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a new fully dynamic all pairs shortest path algorithm
for directed graphs and arbitrary real weights (with at most S different values per edge
weight) that supports updates in O(n2.5
√
S log3 n ) amortized time and distance queries in
O(1) worst-case time. We have also introduced two new families of algorithms that obtain
effective query/update trade-offs for the same problem.
After this work, we have shown [10] how to reduce to O(n2 log3 n) the amortized update
time of the fully dynamic all pairs shortest paths problem in the more general case of real-
valued edge weights (with no constraints on S). Thorup has further improved this update
bound to O(n2(logn+ log2(m/n))) amortized [36].
There are several issues that seem worth further investigation. First, is it possible to
achieve quadratic update time while maintaining constant query time? Note that constant
update time and quadratic query time is trivially obtainable by just doing nothing at each
update and by performing a single-source shortest path computation at each query. Sec-
ond, is there any dynamic all pairs shortest path algorithm for general graphs that is able
to achieve subquadratic times for both updates and queries? We remark that this is pos-
sible for the simpler problem of fully dynamic transitive closure [7,32]. Third, are there
any general techniques for making increase-only algorithms fully dynamic? Similar tech-
niques have been widely exploited in the case of fully dynamic algorithms on undirected
graphs [20,21,23].
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